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C~TS FOR THE. MINIMUM-WEIGHT DESIGN OF 24S-T ALUMINUhl-ALLOY
COMPRESSION PANELS WITH LONGITUDINAL Z-SECTION STIFFENERS




l?tw”gn char-k+are dembped jor .%$S-T aluminum-alloy flat
compresn”on panels with lonp”tudinal !Z+ection 8tij$eners.
These charts make possible the dem”gnof the [ightest panek of
this type for a un”derange of dem”gnrequhunent8. Eramples
of the u8e of the charts are giren and it is pm”ntedout on the
ba8is of these examples that, orer a wide range of detign condi-
tions, i%e maintenance CJJbuckle-free &wrfacesdoes not confiid
m“ththe achievementof high 8tructuralefia”eney. T%eachieve-
ment of the mam”murnpomible struciura[ ej?m”encym“th2~S–T
aluminum+[loy panels, howerer, requires c[oser Wiffener
qxux”ngs than tho$enow in common use.
INTRODUCTION
In a longitudinally stiffened compression panel, m which
all the materhd is active in carrying load, the requirement of
minimum weight. is tantamount to that of carrying the Ioad
at the highest possible a~e~me stress. The average stress
developed by such a prmel nncler the loading conditions
imposed is thus a direct measure of the strnctural efficiency
of the panel. If Longitudinally stifTened compression panels
are to be designed for high structural efficiency -without a
large number of cut-and-@ computations, it is cksirabk
that design charts be prepared to indicate the a~erage stress
attainable under -mrious loading cortditions. The prepara-
tion of such charts requires that a witabIe design parameter
in which the important loading conditions are incorporated
be found.
It has been found that a suitable parameter for longi-
tudinally sttiened compression paneIs m the desigg of
P,
-which the tranwxse stitl%ess can be neglected is —
L/ >G’
where Pi is the compressive load per inch of panel width,
L is the panel length, or distance between supporting ribs,
and c is the coefficient of end fkity at. the ribs. The quantity
Pt, -which is essentiality independent of the distribution of
material in the compression panel, can be estimated for a
wing panel from the bending moment on the wing and the
thickness and chord of the wing. The ler@h L may be
fired by the presence of such installations as fuel tanks or
armament or may be arbitrarily assigned for the purpose of
arriving at a trial design.
In reference I buckling stresses were plotted against tho
P,
—~ with sIightly different notation, to form
‘ammeter L/&
the basis of a theoretical study of the efficiencies of various
types of stiffening elements. In the present paper the same
parameter has b~en used as a basis ‘for the-preparation of
design charts from extensi~e test data cm 24S-T aluminum-
sJIoy flat compression panels with longitucliual Z-section
stiflemrs; the data were obtained from reference 2 and
from additional tests completed since publication of refer-
ence 2. These charts make possibk the choice of the
lightest p~gels of this type to conform to a wide range of
design conditions. ti appendiy is presented in which the
procedure followed in preparing the charts from t&t data is
described and the method for obtaining *as a natural
parameter against which the average stress may be plotted to
obtain a direct measure of structural efficiency is developed.
SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS
The symbols used for the principal paneI cross-sectional
dimensions are indicated in figure 1. In addition, the
folIowing symbols are used: -
cross-sectional area per inch of panel width, or equiva-
lent thickness of panel, inches
length of panel, inches
compressi~e load per inch of panel width, kips per inch
moduks of elasticity in compression, WI
coefficient of end fkity as used in EuIer cohunn formula
coefEcient in forwda for locaLbuckling stress
racliua of gyration of panel cross section, inches
nondimensional coe.t%cient that takes into account re-
duction in effective modulus of elasticity when panel
faik as a cohmm beyond the elastic range
critical str-, or stress for local budding, ksi
average stress at cohnm failure, ksi
F~== average stress at local ffiilure, ksi
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The average strees at which any particular panel fails, ~r,
may be a local-failure stress, a column-failure stress, or the
stress for a type of failure titwmediate h these two. Fail-
ure by twisting of the stiflenem is included as a form of local
failure. Because the design charts are based on actual test
data, it is not necessa~ to make any distinction between
local and twisting failure. Such a distinction, moreover,
would be at best an arbitraly one, as the two types of failure
are interrelated in the case of stitTened panels.
It should be noted that the local-failure stress ~~cz, which
represents the maximum value of average strew that can be
achieved in a given cross section as the panel lengt.h is re-
duced, is an average stress at jailure and i~ not to be confused
with the stress for local buckling a “
sarily imply failure.
~ters w~lch does not nPces-
Thc term local buc.kling” as used
herein includes both buclclhg of the skin and buckling of the
stiffeners, because neither of these elements can buckle with-
out exerting moments on, and thus causing deformation of,
the other element. .
DESIGN CHARTS
Design charts for 24S-T aluminum-alloy flat compression
panels with longitudinal Z-section stfiene~ are presented in
figures 2 to 5. The procedure used in the preparation of these
charts from test data is described in the appendix. Values
of A& necessary for arriving at a final design, are given in
tables 1 to 3 for a wide range of dimension ratios.
In order to show the maximum stresses M.aiuable by the
use of panels of the type to n%ich the charts Rpply, envelopes
are indicated by the dashed liues for each value of the
ratio b8/tain figures 2 to 5. These. envelopes have been
combined (fig, 6) to give the over-all envelopes for the four
values of the ratio tw/ts. The values of bs/&and bn./fJr
needed in order that a panel will develop the stress indicated
by an envelope are also given in figure 6,
The design parameter
P,
—? against wh ich stress is plotted
L/36
in figures 2 to 6, comprism the principal design conditions:
the compressive load per inch of panel width; the length of
panel, or distance between supporting ribs; and the coefE-
cient of end fixity. The most efficient (lightest) panel for a
given combination of these conditions is that panel which
will develop the highest average stress for the particular
Discussion of charts .—The charts include a wide range of
panel proportions. All the charts have been drawn for a
value of ~=0.4; it is shown in the appendix (figs. ] 7 ti 20),
~=0.3 and 0.5 wouId be in close
‘oJvever’ ‘hat Curvw ‘or bW
agreement with the curves for &-o.4. The curves of figures
2 to 5 may therefore be applied with reasonable accuracy
for any value of b,/& between 0.3” atid 0.5. The avaiIable
test data seem to indicate, moreover, that the most efficient
use of materiaI wiII be reahzed if a proportion in this range is
selected. (Sea appendix.)
The short horizontal lines that intersect the curves of
figures z to 5 indicate, for each panel croiis section hnving
appreciable locaI buckling, the st.rcss at which this buckliug
occurs. In this report this stress is taken as that at which
the compressive strain on one side of the skin or the stiflcncr
web begins t.o be reduced with increasing load. This clcfmi-
tion of buckling is convenient for structural testing; from tlw
standpoint of aerodynamic smoothness, apprrcirhle buckling
probably takes pItice at stresses somewhnt, Iower than those
indicated on the charts. It will be notod that for some of
the lower vvdues of bJt~and 6W/tWno buckling stress is shown.
In these cases, there vvilI undoubled]y be some buckling hut.
presumably it will occur at a stress coincident with or only
very shghtly below the failure stress.
It is pointed out that for ~=0.79 and 1.00 (figs. 4 mid 5),
the curves for values of ~=25 and 30 have been obtained
entirely by extrapolation. These curves should thercforo Lw
used with a certain clcgrce of caution. A few check test.s
made since the preparation of the chwts, howcwr, indicate
that the curves will in no case be more than G prrcent un-
consermtive. In all the other curves, it is Mimwd thtit. nny
unconservatism that may be present is of much smallw
magnitude.
Discussion of tests’ and test panels,-In order thtit the de-
sign chats may be properly used, it is nccwsary to know
somct.hing of the test panda and thr. test. results on which
the design charts arc basccl. The Mails of thwe tests nrc
described in reference 2; sonw of the pertinent- iuformat ion
regarding the tests follows:
TIM test panels consisted of six st.iflvnels and five buys.
The panels were tested flat+ndcd and withou~ cdga support.,
A ilxity coefficient of 3.75 was used in reducing the tvst
data for application to an rffw!tivc pin-rndrd hwg[h. ‘1’fw
average compressive yield strength for tlw mntmkl of which
the test panels w’ere constructed was about 44 kai; the nlin-
imum yield strength, about 41 ksi; and the mnximum yirld
strength, about 46.5 ksi. Tile. rive~ wvrc couubxaunk at]d
were driven by the hTACA method of inserting n fh~t-hmul
rivet from the stifhncr side of the hole, upsetting [hc rivet
shank into the countersunk cavity, and milling oil’ the ]Jro-
truding portion of the upset shank. TIN rivets were Al W-T
(AN442AD) and were of the sims and spncings indicwtwl by
the following table:
t~ FRi~et spncln IUrct dkvrwkrb 1# la.— 0.51.fa M MIZ ah 1. Oai&! 11.7 I.W
Becauae the compressive strength of stiffened panels may
be affected by’ the size and spacing of the rivets used to
attach stiff eners to skin (reference 3), tho rivet tit t achnmnt,
must be equivalent to that indicated by tho forcgoiug td.dc
in order to be sure of reaIizing the strengtlls indicntcd by tho
design charts.
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USE OF DESIGN CHARTS AND EXMJIPLES
If sheet material could be obtained in any desired thickness
and if no speciil Imitations were put on the design, it wouId
be sufficient merely to find those proportions that would give
P*
the highest stress for the given value of —. BecauseL/+
certain Iimitationa are usually imposed, however, the struc-
ture that repr-nts the best compromise of alI the require-
ments must be chosen.
The usual gagea in which aluminum-alloy sheet is manu-
factured are such that if the four ratios of tT/& in figures 2 to
6 are applied consecutively to a. particular skin gage, the
four st~ener gages that result will generalIy be consecutive
standard gages. Interpolation between the curves of ttio
consecutive charts (@s. 2 and 3, 3 and 4, etc.) is therefore
unnecessary for most practical purposes.
The partictiar procedure to be used in obtaining a design
from the charts will depend on the nature of the results
desired. Three poesibIe methods are discussed, and emrnplea
are given of designs obtained for a given load intemsity and
three different lengths by each of the methods.
The distinguishing features of each method are
Ideal design:
The method for obtaining the ideal design giv= the lightest
panel that could be obtained if the designer were not re-
stricted to the use of standard sheet gages. The design is
obtained by use of the over+dl envelopes of figure 6 cdy.
Short method:
The short design method provides, without lengthy comp-
utation, a near approach to the lightest panel that can be
obtained by use of standard sheet gages. The design is
obtained by use of the enveIopea for gi~en values of 6Jt~
that appear as dashed lines in figures 2 to 5.
M a.simum efficiency:
The method of designhg for maximum structural effi-
ciency gives the lightest panel ~hak can be obtained by use
of standard sheet gages. The design is obtained through a
comp~ete study of the individual did curves in figures z
to 5. The method is some~hat length~; e~amples have
been worked out- by its use, however, to serve as a check on
the short method, so that that method can be used viith
confidence.
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Each of the three methods is given as a series of steps for
reaching the final designs. In the method for obtaining the
ideaI design, the detailed computations for the four values of
tw/t~included in figure 6 are given for ~= IOJ”20, and 30
inches with P;=3.O kips per inch and c= 1. In the other
two methods, the detailed computations are given only for
L= 20 inches and tnr~=0.79, again with P*=3.O kips per inch
and c= 1; final results are given, however, for the complete
set of examples considered in the discussion of the first
rncthod. It is assumed in d] cases that a skin thickness
of 0.064 inch is necessary in order to comply with other
design requirements. A value of bF/b,,of 0.4 is used through-
out. In arriving at the final &signs, no values of the
dimension ratios outside of the ranges covered by the charts
tire given consideration.
Method for obtaining the ideaI design,-The ideal-design
method comiste of picking from figure 6 the optimum pro-
portions and the stress and computing from these the actual
panel dimensions.
The. values and computed quantities for the conditions
previouely mentioned are given in table 4 and are referenced
to the steps in the following procedure:
(1) Compute ~.
L/4c
(2) From the curves of figure 6 pick off for each value of
t#g the values of bs/ts,bw/tm,and 7Y corresponding to the
P,
‘a]ue ‘f ~fi”
(3) Pick from table. 2 the values of Ai/tsfor the ratios
determined in step 2. (If ~=0.3 or 0.5-is used, table 1 or
table 3, respectively, should””be used instead of table 2.)
(4) Compute ts=~ ..
7/—8
ts
This formula is based on th.equality
P{=7[Ai
(5) Compute
This procedure results in four designs for each length,
corresponding to the four values of tw/t8, for the given condi-
tions. (See tablo 4.) The values marlicd with footnote a
in table 4 represent those chosen as approaching most
closely the desirecl condition of ts= 0.064 inch; these values
therefore give an indication of the proportions needed in a
practical design to meet the design requirements most
efficiently.
T~e resulting designs arc shown as the ideal &signs at the
tops of figures 7 to 9, along with lmr graphs of the avcmgc
stress at failure. and the buckling sf,rcss. The hlCkhJ~
stress for each design was obtained by interpolation from
the short horizontal lincs for buckling in figurw 2 to 5. Iu
some cases in which failure is by column nction, the buckling
stress shown by figures 2 to 5 will be greater than the fniiure
stress for the designs obtninwl. lYhwicv.er this diihruuce
occurred in the present cxamplvs, thr buckling stress is
shown equal to the failure stress.
Short method for obtaining a praotical design,-–Tho short
method consists of picking the optimum valuo of blr/tWand
the corresponding stresg for rach vahw of fiJts frum the iu-
dividual cnvdopcs of figures 2 to 5 and computing from lhmc
values tlm actwd panel dimensions. Pam=l dw+ign9 lh(.
employ standard sheet gages arc tlwn solcct,cd fron~ the
various designs obtained.
The values and computed quantities for L=20 inchus and
$=0.79 are given in table 5 and arc+refcrcncud Lo the steps
in the folIowing procedure:
(2) From the curves for a pmticulm WIIUCof tW/ts (in this
trf
example, fig. 4 for ~=0.7tl is used) pick off for each value of
bs/tsthe values of b#W (by interpolation tdong the dashed




(3) Pick from tnble 2 the vnhMs of .4i/fs for ~he ratios de-
termined in step 2. .
(4) Compute
(5) Plot b,r/tW,tsj rindF, against &+s for the part iculnr
value of t,#S. (The plot for the csamplc bving considrrcd
is shown in fig. 10.) Tabultik the vrdues of bs/ts,bl#lj., nmi
i?f correspon(ling to the point wlmx’ h cqutds the spccifimi
value.
(6) Check computdions by picking from tuldc 2 llw vtihw
of ‘Ai/tscorresponding to the ratios tabulated ill step 5. If
dl computations and plots are correct,
(7) Compute
(8) Repeat steps 2 to 7 for other values of tJ#s.
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FICWEX10.—PIot for obtalnims practtral destgn by short method. Pv=8.O kfps p+r inow
L-Xl incher+C- 1;ts-O.IW4fnch; ;:-3.70.
Like that for the ideal &sign, this procedure results, for
each length considered, in one design for each value of
tW/&. It may not always be possible to find satisfactory
designs under the conditions imposed for all values of
t,#.. (Note that rio designs are given in figs. t? and 9 for
‘~=0 51 ) AII the designs resulting from the use of the short
ts..
method utilize standard sheet gages g.nd meet the require-
ment that ts=O.064 inch. The choice of design now de-
pends on arriving at a suitable compromise between high stress
and wide stiffener spacing. If the prevention of buckling
under load is considered important, then the buckling stress
must also be taken into account in making a choice.
The designs obtained by carrying out the foregoing
procedure for the several values of L and tW/tg me shown as
the shortimethod designs in figur= 7 to 9 along -with bar
graphs of the average strw at failure and the buckling
streasi.
Method of designing for maximum structural efRcienoy,—
The maximum-efficiency method consiate of computing the
thickness required as bs/#8is varied for each value of bW/tm
and selecting the dwigns for which the skin gage is equal to
that desired. The procedure results in a series of possible
designs for each value of t~~ts, from which those designs that
provide the highest average stress at failure can be seIected.
The values and computed quantities for L=20 inches and
tw
~=0.79 are given in table 6 and are referenced to the st~ps
in the following procedure:
(1) Compute +E
(2) From the curves for a particulttr value of tr/t~(h this
tr
example, &. 4 for —=0.79 is used) pick off for cttcb wduc
t~
of bWftwand bs/t8the value of ~, corresponding to t-he duo
of P,
Lx
(3) Pick from table 2 the values of JIJts corresponding to
the ratios used in
(4) Compute
step 2.
(5) Plot ts and =f against- b#s for each vrduc of b~/iT @
&/&. Plot the particular m-duo of bn./iWat W value of L&
for which tsequals the spccificd value and mark the vnlue
of stress at that value of bs/ts. The plots of this strp for the
example under considerate ion are given in figure 11 m the
short liges for the several values of b~r/fT inc{icakd, 111order
to avoid unnecessa~ confusion, only short portions of the
bw 20, arc shown.curve9, except the curve for —=tw
(6) After step 5 has been comph+ed for all the values of
bw/tm,draw curvee of stress and of bw/t,ragainst bJt8through
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(7) Each of the curves drawn in step 6 represents a series
of designs, all of which have the required vaIue of f~ (in this
case, 0.064 in.). The masimum point on the curve of ~f
indicates the design for ma.simum structural efficiency for
the ptirticuhr value of tw/t.s. h’ote this ma.xi.mum value
of Gr, the value of b$ts at which it is reached, and the value of
l&Jtw, which can be picked from the curve of b#W against
b.#s.
(8) Check computations by picking from table 2 the
value of AJ& corresponding to the ratios selected for maxi-
mum structural efficiency in step 7. If alI computations
rind plots are correct,
Pf=7, “+ t~
(9) Compute
(10) Repeat steps 2 to 9 for other values of twlt~.
This procedure results, for each length considered, in one
design for each value of fW/#~.The choice of a design de-
pends on arriving at a suitable compromise between high
stress and wide sttiener spacing, viith possible consideration
for the buckIing stress.
The designs obtained by carrying out the foregoing pro-
cedure for the se~eral vahws of L and t#S are shown as the
ma.ximum-efficiency designs in figures 7 to 9 along with bar
graphs of the average stress at failure and the buckling stress.
DISCUSSION
Figures 7 to 9 provide a visnrd comparison of the designs
that result from use of the three methods presented. The
short method of design g+rea in e~ery case an average stress
at failure very close to that obtained by designing on the
basis of masimum structural efficiency; the buckling stress,
however, is in some cases somewhat lower than that for the
mam”mum-efficiency panel.
Whether the design obtained by the short method or the
design for maximum efficiency is selected, the best design for
P~=3.o kips per inch, on the basis of stress, is obtained at
L= 10 inches with $=0.51, at L=20 inches with ~=0.63,
tw
and at L= 30 inches with —=0.79. In figure 6, however,ts
the highest enveIope, which gi~es the Iightest d&gn, is that
for ~= 1.00. This apparent contradiction results from the
fact that in working out the exampIes a skin thickness of
0.064 inch Kas specified. In order to reach the curve for
tr
~= 1.00 (fig. 6), a study of table 4 shows that the skin thicli-
ness would have to be 0.034 inch at L= 10 inches, 0.041 inch
at 20 inches, and 0.046 inch at 30 hches. Moreover, the
stiflener spacings for designs having such smaII skin thicli-
nesses are -rery small. (See table 4.) Because of limitations.
on sliin gages and stiffener spacings, therefore, it is fre-
quently not possible to reach the errrelope values of stress
and hence the Iomst possible weight.
Figures 7 to 9 show that the best panel (that with highest
Ff) obtained at each length by the masimum-efficiency
method does not buckle untiI failure or very close to failure. ““
The best panel desigg by the short method, although it
may not have quite so high an average stress at failure as
the masirnum-ef%ciency panel, also does not buckIe until
very close to failure. This condition has been found to
hold true over a wide range of design requirements. It is
therefore evident that over a wide range of conditions the
maintenance of buckh+free surfaces dm not conflict -with
the achievement of high structured efficiency. The simul-
taneous achievement of both these ends by use of 24S-T
aluminum-alloy panels, however, apparently requires closer
sttiener spacings than” those -now in common use. For
marnple, the masimum-efficiency designs for Pf=3.o kips




Charts are presented for the minimum-weight design
of 24S-T ahminum-al.loy flat compression paneIs with
longitudinal Z-section stifkners. From examples based
on the use of these charts, it is concluded that, over a wide
range of design conditions, the maintenance of buckle-free
surfaces on longitudinally stithned compression panels
does not conflict with the achievement of high structural
efficiency. The achievement of the maximum possibIe
structured efficiency viith 24S-T aluminum-alloy paneIs,
ho-ivewr, requirea closer stiffener spacings than those now
in common use.
lhKGLET llEMORIAL AERONAWMCU LABORATORY,
~ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE ibZROXAUTICS, .
LAXGLEY FIELD, VA., Jdy 9, 19427.
APPENDIX
METHOD OF PREPARATION OF DESIGN CHARTS
Development of design parameter P{
Lx
.—As stated in the
LWoduction, the average stress dev~oped by a longi-
tudinally stifT~ed compression prmel is a direct measure of
the structural efficiency of the panel. It is further brought
out that a suitable design parameter against which this
D
average stress may be plotted is fifi? where Pi is the
compressive load per inch of panel ~dth, L is the panel
length or distance between supporting” ribs, and c is the
coefficient of end fixity at the ribs.
P*The folio-iving derivation shows ;hovr the parameter —
L/&
evolves from the usufd column formula:
The column formula may be written
(Al)
Nfultiplication and division of the right-hand side of equation
(Al) by P? gives
(A2)
If the stiflened panel is to have a strength just equal to that
required by the design conditions, P{=Af;C and equation
(A2) may therefore be written
or
which may be written
(A3)
The quantity ~ in equation “(A3) is fixed for a given
material, as is the relationship between T, and r, except for
—
Pf
negligible shape effects, The quantity —
L/\G
is the design
parameter; p/Ai is dimensionkss and is determined by the
relative’ rather than the absolute dimensions of a panel.
P,A plot of 17c against –
L/~
is therefore dependent on the
ratios of the various panel dimensions and not on the abso-
lute values of the dimensions.
Determination of average stress at looal failure 7~@Z.—
From equation (A3), the best panel of a given material for
606
P,
any value of —
Ll>~
on the basis of oolumn s[rcngllt nppm-
. .
ently is that pand which has the highest vnluu of p/A~.
Chang~ in proportions that result in an incrmsc in p/At
will, however, generally cause a dccrcase in the local-failure
strength of the panel. (Local faihm as used herein iududcs
the phenomenon of twisting, which is in reality only a form
of local failure that occurs when the ltiterml bcmling sliflncsa
of the outstanding stiffener flange is relaiivc]y tunnll. j
The optimum panel for a particular application is given by
the compromise of column and local-failure strengths thul
n
gives the highest stress at the given vnluc of%
The value of tl.m average st.rcss at local failure Z ~a. is
difficult to det=ermipe theoretically. Certain tesl dotn arc
available, however, from reference 2 nnd from additiomd
tests completed since the publication of rcfcrcnco 2. Those
data that were obtained from the shortest pmJcls of each
cross section are summarized in figure 12, in which ?=~=
is plotted against tw~b~ for various vrtlum of t#s and ba/i&.
The ratio bw-/t~vhas been inverted in this plot in order thnL
the additional point ~~.,= O when
%=O(%+”@’
be used to aid in fairing curves through the t.cst points.
The plots of figure 12 make possible au interpolation of F~=,
between test points for intermcdiato values of the ratio
bW/tr. By plotting values of ~~at piclicd from the curwxa 0[
figure 12 against ts/bs,dues of l?~=, vrerc also dctmnined
for intermediate values of b,g/ts,
All the data aho ,vn in figure 12 arc for a value of ~i=0.4.
Test data for # =0.3 and 0.5, however, were also employed
Jr
g -d
I I I I I I I t I , I I
J ;,7
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as a guide in fairing the curves, and the curves will be
shown to be reasonably accurate for any value of &/bw
between 0.3 and 0.5.
Determination of stress for local buckling cr~.-If the
panel did not buckIe locally before failure, the theoretical
results thus far presented, used in conjunction with valuee
of 5==, would be sufficient to construct a design curve
‘* for any panel.of ?fagainst —
L/3G
A typical curve for panels
that do not buckle before failure is show-n m figure 13.
Unless the width-thichmess ratios of the various plate ele
ments of the panel are small or th~ panel is relatively long,
however, there wi.U generalIy be some local buckIing before
failure. Ti%en this buckling takes place, the cross-sectional
moment of inertia of the panel is reduced by the presence of
ineffective areas; the original curve of column strength
therefore no longer applies and the point at which buclding
takes place must be connected with the line for local failure
by means of a reduced curve. A typical curve, adjusted for
the effects of Iocal buckling, is shown in figure 14.
The foregoing discumion shows that it is necessary to
know the stress at which buckling takes place. Data on
buckling stresses horn reference 2 plus additional data now
available are therefore plotted in figure 15 for ~=0.4. Be-
cause the measured value of lit for the element (skin or
stillener web) that &t showed buckling in a test panel was
never in exact agreement with the specified nominal due,
the observed buckling stresses from reference 2- were cor-
rected for use in figure 15 according to the foIIo-wing formula:
[ blz(T)
( %)owrected= (Um)obmctd /~ ,Zmmred
w mdmll
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FIOC?EE18.–HMtratIon of procedurensedhI preparation of deslgo charts.
where the value of b/tis that for the web of the stiffener or
for the skin between stiffenem, depending on which of these
elements first gave evidence of buckling. This correction
formula is based on the fact that, other factors being equal,
the critical stress is inversely proportional to the square of
the width-thickness ratio. hTo accounl”is ttilceh herehi of “ihe
fact that this relationship is not entirely true for stresses
beyond the eIastic range; it is assumed that neglecting this
fact will have no significant effeot because the total correction
is relatively small.
The method used in fairing curves through the test points
in figure 15 is as follows:
For the horizontal portions of the curves on the right-hand
side of figure 15, the skin is primariIy responsible for the
buckling; the ordinates for the curves in this region are
determined by drawing average lines through the test
points. As the value of tW/bwis reduced, however, the
responsibility for the buckling shifts to tic stiffeners and
there is a reduction in a.,. In the ab~rice of adequate test
data for low vahw of tW/bw,certain theoretical considera-
tions are used for determining the values of a,, in this region.
It is possible to describe certain J.imiting conditions that
determine. curves between which the correct curves must lie.
As the value of tm/b~rapproaches zero, with all other dimen-
sion ratios held constant, the skin tends to become infinitely
stifl’ by comparison with the stif7ene~ and the stiffener ap-
proaches a condition of complete iixity at the edge where it is
attached to the skin. This condition of complete fixity repre-
sents the upper limit of buckling stress, The vaIue of k, the
coefficient in the fornnda for loca.I-buckling stress (reference
4), when applied to, the stiffener web may be taken for this
condition as the geometric mean of the vaIue of k for the
web of a z-section cohmm with #w= 0.4 (about 3.77, see
reference 4) and the value of k for a flat plate fixed at both
edges (about 6.98, see. ref ererice 5)._, This value of k is
43.77X6.98, or 6.13. The upper dashed curve in figure 15
gives u., for k=5.13. The usc of the geometric moan 01
values of k t.oobtain the critical stress for a phtte with differ-
ent restraints along the two tmlowlcd cclgcs is discussed and
justified for practicaI use in refcrcmcc 5.
When ~=$ it is a reasonable and probably conservative
assumption to consider the stiffrncr hingd at the edge
where it ia attached to the skin. This hir]gcd conditio~~
represent the lower Iimit of buckling st rem The WAC of
k for the web of the stifhner may be taken for this condition
as the geometric mean of 3.77 for the simple Z-section and
the value for a flat pltit+ hinged at both edges (4.00, sce
refereac.e 5) or k=~3.77)(4.00 = 3.88, The Joww dashed
curve in figure 15 gives UC,for k= 3.88. 1n [kc preparation
of the two dashed curves, the effcc%of reduction in the modu-
lus of elasticity for strwme beyond the clast ic range was
determined from results of tests of 248-T ahlminnm-nlloy
cohunna of Z-, chmnel, and H-section that develop local
instability.
The solid curve on the left-hancl side of figmm 15 is drawn
in to &g a gradual transition from the lower dashed cumc
b~ bs
in the region where —=-tm tstoward the upprr dashed cu rvc
&_~ ~~e
as tw/bm approaches zero. In the region whero —tr ts
curves are faired into the horizontal linrs drawn through
the twt points A single curve was consiclmcd suflicirnl
for all vahw+ of tw/ts for the left--hml portion of figure 15,
because the few twt points that were available in this rugiou
indicated that thc individual curws would bc so C1OSC
together as ~ be almost indistinguishable.
The curves of figure 15, like those of figure 12, were cross-
plotted to give buckling strcssce for the intcrmcdirttc vrducs
of b8/t8that appear in figurm 2 to 5.
Preparation of flnaI ourves,-The proreduro used in tho
preparation of the final c.urvcs of figures 2 to 5 is illustruhd
in figure 16. An outline of this proccdurc is as foflows:
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FIGUREIi.-Comparison of test data with ddgn crimes for 24S-T alumhmm-fdIoy flat weIs with Z-sectionstfflenem. ‘~-Odl.
(1) Draw curve for cohmn strength corresponding to the
value of p/Ai for the panel cross section. For the curves of
this report, the cohunn curve for .2X3-T ahuninum alloy
was obtained from equations (5) and (6) and tabIe I, all of
reference 6.
(2) Plot the vaIues of stress for locaI budding and for
local faihu-e of paneI obtahd from the cross “plots of the
curves in figures 12 and 15.
(3) Plot avaiIabIe test data and fair curves between
buckling stress md local-failure stress. This fairing was
clone tit for those curves for which test data were available;
the remaining curves were then fnired in a manner consistent
with the curves already established.
In a few cases (Iow bs/tswith high bW/&) the testdata
indicated that the curves did not- follow the smooth transi-
t ion between column and locaI failure indicated by figure 16.
Instead the curves tended to bend over sharply, in some
cases even below the buckling stress given by figure 15, and
to follow very nearly a straight line up to the average stress
for 10CSIfailure. A’o explanation is offered for this phenom-
.
.
enon; the avaiIable test data were used as the scale guide
for fairing the curves in these cases.
Correlation between design curves snd test data.—The
test data of reference 2 as we~ as the additional data made
available since the publication of reference 2 are plotted
P,
against the parameter —– in figures 17 to 20. Appropriate
L/>Ic
curves taken from figur- 2 to 5 are aIso drawn in these fig-
ures and good agreement between the fired design curva and
the test data for ~=0.4 exists throughout the range of the -
data. In order to make it possible, if desired, to check the
corrdation on a larger-scale plot, the t=t data for &O.3, 13.4,
and 0.5 are gi~en in table 7 in a form auitabIe for plotting
directIy on the design charts (figs. 2 to 5). TabIe 7 and figures Ii
to 20 also make it possible to determine in which regions
the design charts are substantiated by test data and in which
regiona they were obtained by interpolation or cxt.rapolation. _
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Figures 17 to 20 indicate that there would be littIe ditTer- 2. Roasmtm, Cad A., Bartone, Leonard M,, and I)obrcmwki, Chadcs
b~ V.: Compressive Strength of Flat Panels with Z-Section StitTcncrs.
ence in the curves for .—=0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 but that thebw NACA ARR NO. 4B03, 1044.
3. Dow, Norris F., and Hickman, ‘i’iWiam A,: Prelimh)ary Imwti-
~=0.2 and probably 0.7 would be lower thanCurv- ‘or br gation of theRelation of the Compressive Strength of Shcct-Stiffener Panels to the Diameter of Rivet Ugcd for At(achlng
those for ~=0.4. The most efficient use of material will Stiffeners to Shset. NACA RB No. L4113, lM4.
4. fill, W. D., Fisher, Gordon P., and Heimerl, George J,: Charfs
therefore be realized if a value of bF/bWbetween 0.3 and 0.5 for Calculation of the Critical Stress for Local In~taMlity of
is used. It is for this range that the design charts are in- Oolumns with I-, Z-, Chmnel, artd Rcctangolar-Tube SectloII.
tended to be used, although they are based on the specific NACA ARR NO. 3K04, 1943.
data for ~=0.4.
6. Lundquist., Eugene E., and Stmvell, Elf.)ridgcZ.: Critical Cotnprcs-
sive Stress for Flat Rectangular Plates Supported along Ml F~lgcs
w and Elastically Restraimxf against Rotation along the L’nloadod
REFERENCES Edges. NACA Rep. No. 733, 1942.
6. Templin, R. L., Sturm, R. G., Hartmann, E. C., and HoIt, M.:
1. Zahorski, Adam: EITeota of Material Distribution on Strength of Column Strength of Various Aluminum Alloys. Tech, I’apcr
PaneIs. Jour. Aero. Sci., vol. 11, no. 3, July 1944, pp. 247-353. No. 1, Aluminum Res. Lab., ALCOA, 1038.
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TABLE 1
VALUES OF AJts FOR FLAT PANELS WITH 21.iWCTION STIFFENERS. ;;=0.3.
[
g(l+g)+g=(,-;) (;+;+,) ,W ,
*.1+ bslta: (d]
X1.+1: 4241++”+d:”lm.%: .‘s“ 44’48
,
48I ‘
L436 L 448 1.462 L 476 1.=!0
L 448 1.481 1.444 L 467 L 4m
L 402 L 416 L 427 L440 L 462
L 269 1.4Ml L412 L 424 L 430
L 276 L8$0 La L 410 L 421
L362 1.372 LW6 L 390 L407
L 673 L m 1.732 L 7E2
1.662 L 073 L m4 ;T#
L 628 L 053 L 073
1.OW 1.629 1.w 1:an
L W LW3 L 081 L 654
L 606 1.b#7 L 610 L 633
L 647 L boa 1.m L 612
L~ L 561 L 872 L .KIS
L 614 L 634 L 656 :$6
L 4a3 L 618 L m






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.360 L 861 L 372 1.333 L 3iU
L 330 L 350 L 281 L371 L852
L 320 L229 1.353 L m L 870
L 820 L 220 L 239 L W L259
L 810 “L320 L330 L m 1.34Q
L202 L all 1.321 L230 L a~
L24U L 202 L 3S2 L 321 L 320
L286 L2Q6 L W4 L 31a L 321
L 2iE L 237 1..292 LW6 L313
L 272 Lf4241 L~ 1227 L 305
L 2.W L 237 L 275 L2W L 291
L 247 L 2b6 L!X2 L270 L 278
L236 L244 L251 L2.% L2JM
L226 L232 L 240 L 247 L2M
L 217 L224 L 281 L 288 L 244
L209 L 216 L 222 L228 L236
L 201 1.207 L 214 L 220 1.226
L 194 L300 L.Z03 L 212 L 218
L187 L 192 L 1S9 L 205 L 2Ll
L 181 L 187 L 122 L 128 L2i!4
L 187 L 172 L 178 L 183 L 183
L 166 1.100 L 106 L lm L 175






1.471 L m 1.m ;%
1.4s3 L 476 1.495
L 416 L 424 L482 i 402
L 436 L 462 1.460 L 4n7









L 404 L ‘m L430 L 452
L346 L 401 L 4Nl L 431
LWd L 8S3 L m L 41X
1.65a L 307 LW L896Lm 1.363 L m L 380
L220 L3W 1.362 L 354
L 814 L 826 L 829 L a51
1.w L 316 L m L 239
L m 1.W4 L S16 ;3&
L232 1.294 I.w .
L 251 L 271 LW ;.%
L 242 L 2s L 201




















































































































































































L672 L~ L 614
L b61 1.670 L6#0
LW L W L668
L till L02JI L648
L 494 L 611 L629
L 477 L 46U L 612
L 462 L 478 L 406
1.447 L 468 L4W
1.464 L449 L 466
L 421 L 426 1.461
L409 L424 :433
L2i&3 L 4L2 L426
L 287 1.401 L 416
L an 1.m L 404
L 337 LW3 L 324
L3W L 371 L 884
L241 L~ L 250
1.32s L 327 1.249
L 311 L322 L 384
L2G9 LKiQ L a!m


















































































































L 646 L 674





L 037 L m2
L613 1.m
L 491 1.618
L 4m L 4W2














L 27S LX6 L206
L %5 L 276 L!W
1.266 L256 L 274
1.247 L 246 L2M
L2S9 L 247 L 263
L 2m L 228 L 228
1.206 L212 L 21.9
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TABLE l-Concluded














































































































































































































































L 5i4 L 549
L 6C0 L&O
L&i6 L566
L 520 L 539
L4W L 514










































































































































































































































































































































































L U’ L 328
L !291 .L202
2.200 2351 2403 2465
224Q Zm 2340 23m
2!Xt2 z 261 Z.m %347
%160 2.2!26 2252 3.290
a.lm x 164 2200 2.264
2CS2 !zLm !Llm 2213
2047 %W x Ml !2La
2016 ‘_M.5 2m6 2.L36
L%’ 2022 ‘.IEa 21m
L955 L m 2 ml 3.Oio
L$Z8 L965 zm’ 2039
LW2 LW6 L !274 2010
L 8ii L 9U L W LW3
L834 L= L923 L957
LW L866 L8QJ L(I32
L812 L644 L H L9W
Li13 1.804 L835 L866
L738 L i67 L797 L 823
L7W L734 L762 L 701
L 676 LiTQ L731 L71S























































































































































































































































L 62+ L 649 L 674 L 6E2
L 601 L626 L E19 L 673
L6S0 1.ma L6M L W
L5KI L ~’ L&15 L627




L 469 L 5L9 L6W L669
L’& L 4S2 LHI1 L620
L433 L4M L4tW L486
I .$4s107+-37
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TABLE 2




























L7?34 L 752 L 782 L811
L6M L 724 L 732 a.m
La L647 Lm L 761
L m L 072 1.boa L m
L 624 L 049 L !374 L m
1.m 1.027 L 232 1.m
1.% L M7 L al L 034
1.633 1.6s3 L 611 L 634
L MS L bm 1.bQ2 1.014
L 432 1.b64 1.mb ;. g
L 617 L m L m ,
L m 1.622 1.Ma L Ma
L 4s9 1.509 1.Ik2a L MB
1.470 1.4e5 1.M4 L 334
L464 1.482 1.ml ;g
1.m L 471 1.4W .
L 431 L448 L465 L 433
L 411 1.428 L 444 L 401
L m 1.4W L 423 L 441
L 277 L 392 L 407 1.422
L 202 L 876 1.al L Km
L 348 L M2 L 3i6 L 2m
L 33s 1.349 L m2 L 3i6
L 3!X L 3M 1.349 ;%
L 312 1.624 L 337
L m L 314 1.226 1:23a
L 447 L 462 L473 L 491
L4.%1 L444 2.453 L 472
L 414 L427 L441 L 454
1.am L4U3 L 425 L433
L286 L 398 L 410 L m
L273 L2S3 1.S77 L40E
1.WI Lam L384 1.396
L 349 1.361 L 372 L363
1.329 L6M L 281 L 272
1.329 L 362 L35) L 261
1.am L 232 L240 L 3EJI
L 810 L 821 L W 1.341
1.322 L 812 L 322 1.292
L !W4 L304 1.313 1.32a
L 237 1.m L20b 1.216
1.27% L~ 1.236 1.307
L 266 L 276 1.382 L ti2
L234 L 202 L 271 1.272
L242 L 251 L2W L237
L223 L 240 1.24a L2M
L 224 1.281 L2W L M6
L X6 L 222 L 223 LZZI
L207 L 214 L 220 L 227
L2J0 L X6 1.213 L !219
L 192 L 139 1.m5 L m


























































































































































































































































































L 172 L 1% 1.la 1.169
1.160 L 103 L 170 L 176
L 149 L 134 L lb9 L 104
I I 1
:-m
2032 1097 9.14 l13a
!ao12 !4.034 2.037 & 140
1.974 L Olb %0!57 20%3
L 229 1.974 2019 %0s
1.Xi7 L Mb LOW 2022
1.677 L 014 L 951 L ma
L843 L S44 L w LM6
L822 1.W L 801 L 026
L 707 l.m L 264 1.=
L il’4 1.m Lb39 1.%?4
L 762 L 782 L6M L347
L 731 L 702 L m2 L 223
L 711 L 741 L 771 I. ml
L 622 1.721 L 7bl L W
1.074 1.703 1.731 L760
L~ L634! L71a 1.741
L0211 1.653 L m 1.706
Lb06 L 023 L 648 L 6i4
L 372 L 5!M L Om L .344
1.MS L b71 1.ba4 L 817
L EM 4.543 L 671 LW3
LW6 L 627 L 34S L S~
L487 LEJM L&% L b49
L 4m L4!W LK12 L320
1.463 L 473 L 492 L bll



























L 926 L W
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TABLE 2-Concluded















































































































































































































































































































































































L~ L W5 LW3 L8!SI
L 752 L’i79 L 897 LW4
L 729 L 754 L782 L809
L7W 1.m L 759 L765
L6W L n3 L% L763
L669 LW3 L ~i L 741
L6W L 6i4 LtS L 721
L633 L 05s L67E L70’
L 617 L640 L662 LW4
LW2 L624 LEM L667
L673 LW4 L 615 LOW
L Hi L667 LWi L60i
L612 L642 L MI L6W
LWI L5W LW9 L=
L481 L4W L 516 LW4
L462 L480 L 493 L6M
L46 L462 L 476 L494
L420 L#5 L 461 L 47i
L 415 L4W L445 L4W
L 401 L 416 L4W L446
L 870 L884 LWi L 411
LW4 L366 LW9 L 681











L92i LW8 !!4 010
LW5 LW4 L%M
1.846 L W4 LW2
L S11 LM7 1.W4
L~ L 81S L648
L 748 1.782 1.816
L~ L768 L7M
LW5 LiZ9 L 767






































































































































































































































































































































a 4772 Km &m
3.W6 %4s5 am
X362 a SW S-495
a’m 3. ml au’












2.451 2 m’ 2m
2.s91 2449 2.6W












54 L 614 L c-lo
63 L 692 L 617
3s L679 1.W6
66 L652 L 6i6
L 510 L682
: 1.474 L494
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TABLE 3
VALUES OF A#~ FOR FLAT P.4NELS ‘WITH z-SECTION STIFFENERS. :: =0.5.
~=-d “ ‘( + “ +’1+ 29a.-32M43s‘0ITFFTt~oJ1
te
23 Lae6 L 411 L423 L442 L 467 L 472 L43E L m 1.6Z3 L 636 1.661 L&32 L 6U3 1.646 L 6ib Lm’ 1.733 I.ibil 1.891 I.&m 1.Sm
23 L2S3 L 295 L 410 L423 1.446 1.4M L 470 L486 LIMO 1.S16 L m LWO 1.%40 L820 L&?D L @l L 7111 1.741 1.770 L m ;. 8#
27 1.366 L230 1.396 L4G9 L424 1.428 L462” L 467 1..481 1.496 1.610 1.m L w 1.EQ7 L626 L 655 1.GM 1.712 1.741 L773
23 L 362 L 367 1.3al L 294 L41M 1.422 L 426 s.Ml L 404 1.4i8 L 402 L620 L649 1.S7G LOX L WI 1.m L 6?7 L 716 L 7iS i7m
20 L240 L 364 1.367 L S1 L304 LAW L 421 L436 L 448 1.462 L 47
WJ
J :% ;.629
L 229 L 842 1.335 L aea L ‘W L 204 L 407 L4ZI L432 L 446 L4
1.566 L!M L 810 L 636 L m L CC41L 717 L ?44
.611 1.m L5M 1.W L 616 1.Ml L 687 L m 1.719
31 L S19 L 331 L244 L 366 L2b9 L %1 LW4 L407 L 419 L 432 1.444 1.470 L 495 L620 L646 L 6m 1.686 L 621 L 646 L 071
a2 L309 1.WI L 2afl L346 1.357 L 37W L 382 1.394 L4!M L413 L430 L 466 L 4iQ L604 L 628 L M2 1.677 l.fm L 626 L6YJ ~lj
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CHARTS FOR DRSIGN OF 24*T ALWINUM-tiOY COMPRESSION PANELS WITH ZSECTI.ON STm~
- 577.
TABLE 2-Concluded “
br O 5-Concluded. ,VALUES OF .4i/t,s FOR FLAT PANELS IVIY33 z-SECTION STIFFENERS. ~= .
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































REPORT NO. 82 7—NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI’M’EE FOR AERONAUTICS
TABLE 4
VALUES AND COMPUTATIONS FOR OBTAINING IDEAL DESIGN
[P{-3.O ‘@h c-l]
I Step I I step 2 I Step 8 I Step4 I SteP6
s Vehres IndiwtIng de4gm that approochrwqufremontof ts~O.0E4In.
TABLE 5
VALUES AND COMPUTATIONS FOR OBTAINING PRACTICAL DESIGN BY SHORT METHOD
[P’+mfPsPn.;L-20 h; c-1; t#-o.064tll.;g-on 1
] Step 1 I “ Stap 2 I stef13 I step4 “1 step 5 I step 6
0.15 30” *O 30.9 Zcm
36 g 31.7 1.802
40 29.7 L 711
SO 2a 27.I L63i







u 061 2.77 1.33
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580 REPORT NO. 82 7—NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS
TABLE 7—Concluded
TEST DATA ON WHICH DESIGN CHARTS ARE BASED FOR 243-T ALUMINUM-ALLOY FLAT PANELS R’ITII
LONGITUDINAL Z-SECTION STIF~NERE+@oncluded— -.
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